
Catastrophic flood in the Odra river basin:
experience gained during and after the flood

Inondations catastrophiques dans le bassin de l'Oder
l'expérience gagnée pendant et après l'inondation

by Janusz Zelazinski
Institute of Meteorology and Water Management

Pendant les inondations catastrophiques du bassin de l'Oder en juillet 1997, la décharge maximum obselVée dans la
partie amont du bassin était environ deuxfois plus importante que celle obselVée pendant les 150 dernières années.
Le montant des dégâts s'élevait à : 470 millions d'ECU en république tchèque, 2,31 milliards d'ECU en Pologne et
325 millions en Allemagne. En Pologne, on déplore la mort de 54 personnes. Les pluies ont été particulièrement
abondantes, mais l'absence d'une stratégie adaptée a été la cause de tant de dégâts. L'article mentionne la liste des
fautes particulières ainsi que les actions indispensables pour minimiser les dommages. Les cinq phénomènes suivants
semblent particulièrement importants: l'absence d'informations, une gestion de la plaine inadaptée, la sous-estima
tion des incertitudes, le cercle vicieux du contrôle de l'inondation et le piège de prendre ses désirs pour des réalités.
Les solutions pour éliminer ces phénomènes par des changements de loi, des travaux de recherche, l'éducation, les
nouvelles techlwlogies et la négociation publique, sont évoquées.

1. INTRODUCTION

The catastrophe in the Odra River basin in July 1997 was
related by media and described in many papers (for instance
in a report prepared by "Miedzynarodowa Komisja Ochrony
Odry", [1 D. However experience belongs partially to cate
gory of conclusions and usually contains subjective interpre
tations of a given fact. A following example is illustrating
above statement. During the flood most of the existing
embankments were destroyed - it was a fact. Experience
formulated by environmentalist runs as follows: "embank
ments of the river valley is not a proper method of flood
protection", but experience formulated by hydraulic engi
neers is rather: "technical parameters of existing levees
should be upgraded and this is a proper way of flood
control". Experiences described in this paper represent my
personal interpretation and cannot be considered as universal
experiences commonly accepted in Poland. Formulation of
general experience resulting from a flood event and satis
fying for ail groups of interest seems to be impossible
because of many conflicts of interests and deep uncertainty
involved in the flood mitigation problems. Only a compro
mise, often very difficult, seems to be an adequate solution
and it is in my opinion the most important experience. 1 will
try to formulate in this paper a way to achieve a compro
mise, but we have to keep in mind that compromised solu
tion never satisfies everybody.

II. FACTS

The sources of the Odra River are located in the Oderske
Vrchy mountains in the northern part of Czech Republic,
632 m above sea level. Mouth of the river at the Baltic See
creates a big complex estuary (crossed by a Polish - German
border). First 120 km of the Odra River is crossing Czech
Republic, next 520 km is crossing Poland and the last
220 km of the river creates Polish - German border. Total
watershed area is 118 861 km2 (89% of the area belongs to
Poland, 6% to Czech Republic and 5% to Germany). The
Odra River is mostly a typical low-Iand river (excluding the
first 47 km). However, the largest upper Odra River tributa
ries (Opava, Ostravice, Olza, Nysa Klodzka, Bystrzyca, Kac
zawa, Bobr) are the typical mountain rivers where the heavy
rainfalls cause a dangerous flood (espacially in summer
time). Many historical cities and industrial centers are loca
ted in the river valley and exposed to flood damages:
Ostrava, Raciborz, Kedzierzyn/Kozle, Opole, Brzeg, Wrp
claw, Nowa Sol, Eisenhuttenstadt, Frankfurt, Schwedt, Szc
zecin.

From 4 to 9th July and again from 17 to 21st July 1997 an
extraordinary heavy rain in upper parts of watershed caused
two flood waves. During the first rain event the total amount
of precipitation recorded at mountains reached 586 mm
(234 mm during 24 hours). During the second event the
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amount of precipitation reached 167 mm. The first flood
wave was greater than the second. Long time of high water
level caused increased flood damages.

We have about 150 years of systematic hydro-meteorolo
gical records for the Odra River basin. But observations only
from the last 60 years seem to be homogeneous. In the upper
part of a basin maximum observed discharge in 1997 (Raci
borz 3260 m3/s, Opole 3500 m3/s) was about two times
greater than observed earlier.

Estimated monetary value of a flood damages were as fol
lows: 470 millions ECU in Czech Republic, 2.31 milliards
ECU in Poland and 325 millions ECU in Germany. In
Poland 54 persons died. Flooded area was about 500 000 ha,
number of evacuated persons was 106,000. There are des
troyed: 467 km of river embankments (25 km totally and
442 km partially), 12 hydraulic structures, 47,000 buildings,
2000 kilometers of roads and railroads, 1700 bridges, 300
historical monuments, 937 school buildings, 100 water
intakes and many others, 70 waste water treatment plants
and 7 waste deposits were f1ooded.

III. EXPERIENCES

• 3.1 List of the particular fauUs

(l). Lack of proper quantitative precipitation forecasts
(Qfl:1 During the flood QPF prepared in a few Polish and
European meteorological centers (using mezoscale meteoro
logieal computer models) were accessible. Ail of them have
a form of maps showing spatial distribution of the future
precipitation. Obviously each model gives more or less dif
ferent forecasts. Using above maps and subjective judgement
meteorological forecaster on duty formulates QPF for hydro
logy. Here is an example of QPF given at 4th July 1997 at
noon: "between 8 p.m. on 5th July and 8 p.m. on 6th July in
upper Odra basin, the daily amount of precipitation can
achieve in sorne places 45 - 75 mm". In fact, during above
listed 24 hours, the amount of precipitation recorded in
upper Odra basin was higher than 75 mm only in three
places. Therefore it was a very good QPF (leading time of
56 hours and relatively small errors). During the next few
days QPF was a little bit worse because heavy rain was
unexpectedly persistent. Above QPF can be very useful as a
signal of possibility of flood. But in my opinion even the
first QPF does not satisfy hydrological needs - time step is
too long and space resolutions is to rough. Hydrologists
need (as an input for hydrologie model) QPF formulated as
an average amount of precipitation for each sub-catchment
area of about 1000 km2 (over ail catchment area covered by
rain), and for each 1-3 hours time step to prepare useful
hydrological forecast in mountains area. Leading time of
QPF should be in range of 24 - 72 hours. During my 40
years professional experience there is no progress concer
ning the possibility of satisfaction described above needs, in
spite of implementation of super computers, satellite images,
meteorological radars and other high-technology devices.
Lack of QPF generates large errors in hydrological forecasts
and then causes many inadequate or belated decisions, which
cause increased flood damages.

(2). Collapse of information system. Up to now in Poland
there is no automatic (telemetrie) reliable system for collec
tion and transmission of hydro-meteorological information.
Existing system is based on a man-made observation and

phone; radio and fax data transmission was broken by flood.
Lack of information was an important reason of increased
flood losses.

(3). Inability of managers to make proper decisions under
deep uncertainty. During and especially after the flood we
could observe the phenomena of "transfer of responsibility".
Managers want a certain information about the future - per
fect forecasts (their expectations are absolutely unrealistic).
Typical dialog between manager and forecaster looks as fol
low. Forecaster says: "during the next 12 - 36 hours we
expect maximum water stage between 700 and 800 cm".
Manager says: "weil, but when and how many centimeters
will be in fact? Forecaster: "1 do not know exactly". Mana
ger: "You must tell me that, it is your duty!" Forecaster:
"expected values are: time to peak 24 hours and maximum
water stage 750 cm". Managers handle the last statement as
real, what leads mostly to bad decision. Of course from
manager's point of view hydrologist - forecaster bears the
responsibility. Obviously hydrologist - forecaster affirms
that his mistake was caused by a wrong meteorological fore
cast. Because perfect forecast seems to be impossible only
managers should be fully responsible for the results of their
decision. In the next paragraphs 1 will try to show how
uncertain information should be used in decision making
process.

(4) Improper flood plain management. The last catastrophic
flood in the Odra River basin before July 1997 was in 1903.
After the 1903 flood many flood control reservoirs, embank
ments, polders etc. were constructed. These works and a
long time without the major flood created illusion of full
safety. It resulted in rapid growth of settlement over the
flood plain, even in the polders. It was a fundamental reason
of major damages in 1997.

(5). Inadequacy of flood frequency analysis as a standard
methodology for designing a flood control measures. Stan
dard flood frequency analysis (FFA) led to estimate the
retum period of the 1997 flood in a range of 10,000 years. It
seems to be nonsense. In fact we know about the 1997 flood
only that it was the greatest flood over the last 100 - 150
years and nothing more. Short explanation of above state
ment runs as follows. FFA is based on a following strong
but false or impossible to verify assumptions:

- The assumption of stability of the river f10w process.
False because climate has changed many times in Poland
from arctic to tropic.

- The assumption of ergodicity of the river f10w process.
Impossible to verify, because we know only one world with
one history and hypothesis of ergodieity (averaging over the
realization gives the same results as averaging over the time)
can not be verified.

- The assumption of a given type of probability of maxi
mum f10w distribution. False because there is a set of diffe
rent distributions not contradictory with our sample
distribution, but leading to great differences in estimation of
the rare event.

- The assumption that a set of annuai maximal river f10ws
is homogeneous. False because we have many examples
over the world that extraordinary events and common events
are caused by other reasons. For instance, from time to time
a very big flood waves in upper part of Loire River basin are
caused by heavy rains coming from Mediterranean See. But
the majority of flood waves in Loire River basin are caused
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by precipitation coming from Atlantic Ocean - then, a set of
an nuaI maximum outflow of Loire River is not homoge
neous, because they are caused by different reasons.

The above four assumptions are indispensable if we want
to use statistics for evaluation of the "designed flood" to
design sorne hydraulic structure. But we cannot ignore
uncertainty following from these assumptions. Fundamental
deficiency of FFA is that it does not take into consideration
the maximum entropy principle [2]. 1 tried to evaluate a ran
dom error of FFA estimation taking into account the maxi
mum entropy principle (i.e. taking into account errors
resulted from four discussed assumptions). These numerical
experiments showed very big errors and gave reasons to
conclusion that our knowledge about magnitude of rare
floods does not increase by application of FFA comparing to
knowledge drawn from simple analysis of observational
sample.

(6) Lack of a proper organization of an operational flood
control. In Poland operational flood control depends on local
administration duties. First of ail, f100ds (and generally ail of
the water concemed activity) should be managed within the
basin borders not in an administrative one. Moreover local
administrations staff has inadequate knowledge necessary for
efficient actions. Existing obscure partition of authorization
between local and water administrations cause many impro
per and belated decisions and inefficient operation of the
flood control reservoirs (case Nysa Klodzka Cascade in
1997).

(7) Ignorance of proper behavior during flood period among
the population exposed to flood risks. Lack of the proper
information and education cause irrational behavior, i.e.
refusaI of evacuation.

(8) Improper insurance policy. Insurance rates are the same
in a safe as weil as in exposed to flood risk areas. In sorne
cases flood damages can be a good business for users of
f100ded area. Il can cause development of flood sensitive
activities over a flood plane.

(9) Bad technical conditions of existing levees and too small
capacity of the flood control reservoirs. Two reasons implied
above facts: permanent shortage of money and very long
period without flood.

• 3.2 General conclusion - inadequacy of existing
strategy of flood control

Before the 1997 flood event sorne relatively developed
system of flood control in Poland existed (Iegal base, infor
mation systems, organization, embankments, reservoirs and
another flood mitigation measures). Each Polish tax - payer
spend sorne money for creation and operation of this system
and nevertheless the flood damages arise. Of course the
same tax - payer have to pay for reconstruction of destroyed
country. Pressure of the population living in f100ded area
resulted in spending more public money for developing the
flood control system - similar situation in ail of the coun
tries exists. The world over experience leads to conclusion
that a newly developed flood control system, especially
structurally oriented system, will collapse in the case of the
next big flood. Three typical explanations of above state
ment runs as follows:

1. Existing flood mitigation structures are inadequate for
existing needs (to small numbers of reservoirs with suffi
cient capacity, inadequate parameters or Jack of levees and

another flood mitigation structures). Il is typical opinion of
hydraulic engineers provided to conclusion: we need much
more money to develop the proper structures.

2. Our technical standards are inadequate; we have to
change it i.e. by increasing the return period of designed
f1oods. Many hydraulic engineers admit above opinion.

3. Structural measures are not a proper way for flood miti
gation and in many cases they generate the increase of flood
risk. Il is typical opinion of ecologically oriented people.

1 will try to show that ail of the above opinions (and many
others) are partially right.

But general conclusion looks as follows: flood control
expenses belong to this category of public expenses which
generate next, much greater public expenses - it is "viscious
circle of the flood control". Il is a point of view acceptable
for most of the tax - payers who live (in Poland) mostly out
of flood plain. Then we have to change existing, mostly
structurally oriented flood control strategy. But we have to
remember about the conflict of interest between majority of
tax - payers and a group of tax - payers who live in the
flood plane. Necessity of changing existing flood control
strategy seems to be the next important experience resulted
from the 1997 flood event, but satisfying solution can be
achieved only taking into account the first experience i.e.
necessity of compromise. Necessity of changing the strategy
is rather commonly acceptable experience in Poland. Howe
ver discussion about the new strategy seems to be very
chaotic and full of misunderstanding. Necessity of ordering
this discussion is the next important experience. 1 will try to
formulate sorne proposai for ordering discussion about stra
tegy of flood mitigation.

IV. MITIGATION OF THE PARTICU
LAR, ABOVE IDENTIFIED FAULTS

• 4.1 Mitigation of the faults listed in 3.1.

Again 1 stress that it is only my subjective experience and
sorne of the listed faults are very controversial in Poland.

(1). The possibility of preparation of QPF fully satisfying ail
hydrological applications is a myth. "Full satisfying" means
without errors causing wrong decisions. Off course the fun
damental task of the forecasts is to minimize the uncerta.inty
about the future. But elim.ination of uncertainty seems to be
impossible. Generally 1 agree with the statement formulated
by Karl Popper that the world is practically unpredictable
[3]. However it does not mean that the world is totally chao
tic, but only that the total elimination of uncertainty is
impossible. Then we have to eliminate uncertainty as far as
possible but simultaneously we have to reveal residual
uncertainty also as far as possible (it is a k.ind of formulation
of the maximum entropy principle). The fundamental defi
ciency of the QPF (accessible in Poland) is their categorical
formulation i.e. lack of probabilistic formulation of QPF.
Sorne possibility of elimination of above deficiency is dis
cussed in a paper by Parfiniewicz and Zelazinski [4]. It is a
difficult problem to make a proper decision using probabilis
tic formulation of the QPF, but in paper by Malinowski and
Zelazinski [5] it is shown that in the case of categorically
formulated QPF proper decision concerning flood mitigation
is impossible. Conclusion runs as follow: QPF for flood
control should be presented in a form of probability distribu-
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tion or (most convenient for practical use) in a form of a
"bunch" of future possible hietographs of precipitation. Ail
of the new technology, especially mezo and local scale
meteorological computer models are extremely useful for
satisfaction of above needs.

(2). Creation of reliable information system for data collec
tion and transmission using new high technology is only a
technical (and of course monetary) problem. "Crystal Sys
tem" developed in France in Loire basin seems to be a good
example of above possibility. Information system oriented
both to operational and non- operational flood control should
contain set of simulation models, especially rainfall - runoff
models, and hydrodynamic models (one and two-dimensio
nal). Digital terrain model and geographical information sys
tems should be used to visualize the result of simulation and
to evaluate the flood damages. Ail of above tools were deve
loped by a set of firms and the problem is only in selecting
the best one for particular implementation. Sorne projects
financed by a World Bank loan, oriented on flood mitigation
started in 1998 in Poland. Important task of this project is to
develop a new information system.

(3) Flood control managers should be intensively educated.
First of ail, they should admit that without uncertainty
nobody needs to make any decisions! British economist
Shackle [6] explains this point:

"In a predestinate world, decision would be illusory; in a
world of perfect foreknowledge, empty; in the world without
natural order, powerless. Our intuitive attitude to live implies
non-illusory, non-empty, non-powerless decision ... Since
decision in this sense excludes both perfect foresight and
anarchy in nature, it must be defined as a choice in face of
bounded uncertainty".

The following simple example can illustrate Shackle's sta
tement. Chess is a decision game because gambler's know
ledge about opponent moves is very imperfect. If we assume
that the gambier knows everything about his opponent
moves then it is clear that the gambier does not need to
make any decisions. He must only make a set of moves,
which guarantee a victory. Identification of this set can be
difficult or time consuming but decision making is unneces
sary. Fully certain situation is similar to situation of predesti
nation. If predestination exists, then the absurd of decision
making seems to be evident. Uncertainty and a risk of wrong
decision resulted from uncertainty is an indispensable ele
ment of ail decision making processes. Decision-makers
should define goals and criterions, which allow evaluating
given decisions, taking into account the uncertainty and risk.
Those are tasks for decision makers.

Moreover the decision-makers should take into account
that:

- The definition of goals and objective function under
uncertainty is not a simple task. Flood losses are random
with given (obviously only roughly known) probability distri
bution. During decision process we can change those distri
bution and nothing more. If we want to evaluate the results
of our decision we have to evaluate not a unique number (i.e.
expected losses) but the distribution of probability of flood
losses (changed by our activity). Then each real decision pro
blem (i.e. if we take uncertainty into consideration) becomes
multi-criteria problem. Moreover we have to take into
account both flood damages and additionally ail of the social,
economical and ecological impacts caused by given activity.

In the next paragraph 1 will try to formulate sorne propo
sais of goals and cri te rions adequate for floods mitigation
purposes.

(4) Proper flood plains management is a legal problem.
Flood plains (protected by embankments and unprotected)
should be identified and c1assified depending on a risk of
damages. For each category (zone) of risk adequate limita
tions of development should be defined by regulations.
Without similar regulations breaking of viscious circle of
flood control seems to be impossible.

(5) Flood frequency analysis can be used for designing
hydraulic structures when destruction of structure is not a
danger for human live and does not cause substantial social
and economical damages. In other cases maximum probable
flood method should be rather used. In paper by Zelazinski
[7] sorne possibility of integration of flood frequency analy
sis and maximum probable flood method using bootstrap
approach [9] is discussed. The idea of bootstrap approach to
analyze rare event was first formulated by Klemes [9] and
adopted to drought analysis by Zelazinski [10].

(6) Creation of a proper organization for operational flood
control is a legal problem (in Poland). Operational flood
control is similar to war and needs an organization similar to
military. Sorne works performed in Poland after the 1997
flood seem to go in good direction. 1 think that professional
organization similar to American Civil Guard should be
commanded by the director of water authority during flood
period.

(7) Population living in areas exposed to flood risk should
be permanently educated using ail possible media. Know
ledge about proper behavior before and during the flood
seems to be the most certain way to mitigation of human
live losses. Personally 1 prefer decision games supported by
a computer as a proper tool for education of managers. For
education of flood plains residents the field exercises seem
to be the best.

(8) Insurance policy should discourage users from improper
management of the flood planes. It is a difficult legal pro
blem because the increase of cost of insurance results in an
decrease of value of property located on the flood planes.
Attempt to change the existing insurance policy can cause
protests using demagogy, look as follows: flood control is a
dutY of govemment therefore the owners of sorne properties
located on flood planes do not have to pay for increase of
risk.

(9) Our experiences gained during the big floods showed
that for Polish mountain areas we need about 50 millions
cubic meters of capacity of flood control reservoirs for each
one thousand square kilometers of catchment. Full satisfac
tion of above needs is absolutely impossible. Valleys of
Polish rivers are dense covered with buildings and first of ail
we do not have place for reservoirs. Total cost for creating
so many reservoirs seems to be much greater than expected
flood damages. Then we have to use new reservoirs only in
these locations for which they are economically justified.
Bad condition of existing levees is a fact. Experience sho
wed in many cases, that levees were destroyed by infiltration
of the water through and under the levees. The conclusion
runs as follows: we have to construct drain systems for exis
ting and new levees. Sorne simulations showed that in many
cases the best way to reduce the risk is to increase the space
between the levees instead of increasing their height.
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V. HOW TO CREATE A NEW FLOOD
MITIGATION STRATEGY?

• 5.1 Definition

Sorne definitions of the idea of strategy, are from game
theory. They run as follows: strategy is a behavior of a parti
cipant of agame which permits to achieve a goal of game
taking into account that there is an opponent who wants to
achieve his goal. Flood mitigation belongs to the category
"game with nature" and above definition seems to be ade
quate. We have to obtain an optimal strategy, which permits
to achieve our goal minimizing the costs.

• 5.2 Goals of flood control

Everybody knows that f100ds cause the risk for human
live and accepts that we have to save human live. Likewise
everybody accepts that by flood mitigation measures we
have to minimize economical, social and ecological damages
induced by f1oods. Goals are listed in hierarchical, common
accepted order. Above two simple goals (save of human live
and damages reduction) are extremely difficult if we want to
achieve them in practice. First of ail in many cases above
two goals are in contradiction. Embankments of the river
valleys and developing other hydraulic structures cause false
conviction about full safety situation. Il can cause greater
risk for human live. Moreover the amount of money which
society can spend for flood control measures is al ways insuf
ficient. If we spend more money to save human live then it
will be a shortage of money for reducing economical
damages and inversely. There are much more substantial
contradictions among particular, possible goals. For instance
ail of the cities are interested in as fast as possible outflow
of the flood waters out of their area. Of course it causes the
increase of flood wave downstream of the city. Many struc
tural flood control measures cause important impact on envi
ronment. Then we have to take into account the necessity of
environmental protection. Generally by flood control mea
sures we wan! to achieve:

- minimization of the risk for human live,

- minimization of the flood induced economical, social
and environmental damages.

We want to achieve the above two goals (listed in hierar
chical order) with as small as possible environmental impact.
Il is a typical multi-objective problem, with many contradic
tories inside, which should be solved under uncertainty.

• 53 Criterions and procedures

There are two substantial problems in formulating the ade
quate set of criterions:

- Evaluating the degree of satisfaction of each goal using
identical units is impossible. Only for evaluating the econo
mical damages and cost of flood control measures the mone
tary units can be used. Risk for human live, social and
ecological damages can be evaluated only using subjective
judgement. Then, so called utility function, indispensable for
solution of the multi-criteria problem can be established
using only negotiations among numerous participants.

- Because of deep uncertainty about future f1oods, future
economical growth and needs, future technologies, environ
mental impacts and many other uncertainties we can eva-

luate results of the given action also with major uncertainty.
Many kinds of uncertainty cannot be described using proba
bility theory (i.e. uncertainty of the future economical
growth). Then we cannot use expected value of sorne
variable as a criterion.

Taking into account the above troubles, formulation of the
objective function in a form of the mathematical expression
is rather impossible. The approach commonly used in Envi
ronmental Impact Assessment (ElA) and developed in the
USA for the selection of the best route of a highway seems
to be more practical. The set of possible alternatives of route
is evaluated by experts and public during a long iterative
process, which eliminates disadvantageous alternatives and
permits to select the best one. Of course each of the partici
pants of discussion uses his subjective criteria. But before
discussion ail participants should perform an agreement
about the form of expression of their opinion. For instance,
"number 10 marked a very good solution, number 1 solution
without advantages". A team of experts and public represen
tatives evaluate each alternative taking into account many
different possible benefits and impacts (cost, destruction of
the environment, risk of accidents, social and economical
growth, uncertainty involved into the process and man y
others). The good tool for performing and ordering discus
sion is Leopold's matrix in the form of printed tables or
computer programs.

1 suggest the procedure for preparation of the optimal stra
tegy, which contains the following steps in order:

1. Identification and cali of the team for preparation of the
optimal strategy of flood control. This team should contain
many participants for proper representation of the different
knowledge and different groups of interest (hydraulic engi
neers, hydrologists, environmentalists, public participants,
economists, politicians and many, many others).

2. Preparation of the list of general principles for the future
joint works. Ail of the participants should accept those prin
ciples. The following list of principles seems to be adequate:
(a) strategy should be submitted under principles of sustai
nable development; (b) there are two hierarchical goals of
flood control in order - save of human live and minimiza
tion of economical and ecological flood damages; (c) cost of
measures for saving the human live should be as low as pos
sible (assuming practical elimination of risk) and cost of
measures for minimization of flood damages should be
considerably lower than expected flood losses; (d) succes
sion of mitigation measures (ordered schedule of invest
ments) depends on efficiency; (e) in ail of these cases, when
a given activity can cause different unpredictable results (in
consequence of uncertainty) we have to consider the worst
possible scenario and we have to apply Hypocrites' prin
ciple; (f) strategy should be oriented on breaking the vis
cious circle of flood control.

3. The generation of the set of partial possible strategies for
flood mitigation. Partial strategy uses only one specific
action. For as complex a problem as flood control an opti
mal strategy must be complex. It means that the optimal
strategy should contain given combination of the partial stra
tegies. The following list of partial strategies seems to be
adequate: (a) information, organization and evacuation stra
tegy; (b) structural strategy (levees, reservoirs, lateral canals
polders) oriented both on constructing new structures and
upgrading existing one; (c) flood plain management strategy;
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(d) proper insurance policy; (e) education and tram mg of
managers and residents of flood plains; (f) research works
oriented on coping with floods.

4. Preparation of the set of computer models and data
bases. Computer simulation seems to be the only way for
universal research of particular partial and complex strate
gies (this task can be prepared simultaneously with above
listed).

5. Preparation of the first list of the complex strategies
using for example "storm of brains" approach. Particular
complex strategies should have different parts of individual
partial strategies depending on the opinion of their authors.

6. Successive evaluation, correction and elimination of the
particular strategies using proper databases and simulation
models (during discussion among ail participants of the pro
cess). Correction should be perforrned by changing partici
pation of partial strategies in a given complex strategy. This
approach gives a possibility for rational and ordered discus
sion and for justification of ail opinions expressed by partici
pants of discussion. Probably as the result of a described
process we can obtain few acceptable complex strategies and
final choice will be a task for politicians.

Described approach seems to be realistic, but we have to
eliminate "trap of the wishful thinking". It is a serious dan
ger as an experience gained before and after the 1997 flood
shows. Ail of the flood control programs prepared during
last 50 years in Poland has never been finished because of
the shortage of money. Those structurally oriented programs,
were prepared by hydraulic engineers and absolutely ignored
economical possibilities of the country. From a very long list
of levees and reservoirs only a few were established. Sorne
reservoirs were constructed 20 -30 years without of course
any effects - real benefits can come after the end. Moreover
in situation of major differences between expectations and
possibilities only a force of groups interested in a given
investment decided about the allocation of money, then very
often the benefit was an iIIusory. Then the very important
experience runs: strategy or program should take into
account realistic evaluation of the amount of the money
which government can spend for flood mitigation.

VI. FINAL REMARKS

Most of the conclusions formulated in this paper were
known before the 1997 flood. It was a result of the analysis
of big flood events during last years (Mississippi 1993, Rain
1993 and 1995). Those conclusions were published and pre
sented on technical conferences [II] and caused objections
of conservatively oriented hydraulic engineers. 1997 flood
event showed who is right. But unfortunately many actions
performed after the flood showed that dangerous "viscious
circle of flood control" and "trap of wishful thinking" are
continually topical.
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